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The Fourth Dimension 2017-03-13
paul yonggi cho pastor of the world s largest and fastest growing church bestselling author and popular speaker
reveals secrets for answered prayer church renewal and personal growth

The Fourth Dimension 1979
in this new combined version of the fourth dimension volumes one and two dr david paul yonggi cho s
comprehensive spiritual philosophy on the power of dynamic faith is brought together in one place for
completeness and ease of reference a senior pastor emeritus of yoido full gospel church in seoul korea dr cho
grounds his belief in his experiences following his conversion to christianity as a young man and while suffering
from tuberculosis by developing the idea of the spiritual being as the fourth dimension he ultimately demonstrates
how this can through faith and prayer influence and effect change in the physical being leading to personal growth
and renewal in these pages you ll discover a world of answered prayer a creative way of life dynamic faith true
communion with god secrets of a successful faith life

The Fourth Dimension 2016-12-02
this book is a serious attempt by asian scholars to reflect on various aspects of the asian pentecostal movement it
joins a small but growing list of works on this critical subject second it presents an asian perspective on one of the
most important figures in asian pentecostalism in this generation dr david yonggi cho who clearly stands out as one
of the most preeminient pentecostals anywhere in the world

David Yonggi Cho 2017-11-29
here s the book that teaches you how to take the impossible and turn it into the inevitable through the power of
faith i can do everything through him who gives me strength philippians 4 13 i can do this is the declaration of faith
that unlocks all possibility and potential when your spirit confidently proclaims i can do the holy spirit fills you with
inspiration revelation and wisdom you ll find the way it s as simple as that cho shows you six principles of the power
of faith seven steps to a productive life governing your vocabulary to shift your thoughts getting control of your
mind overcoming doubt planning for miracles finding peace

Unleashing the Power of Faith 2006-06-27
volumes one and two dr david paul yonggi cho s comprehensive spiritual philosophy on the power of dynamic faith
is brought together in one place for completeness and ease of reference a senior pastor emeritus of yoido full
gospel church in seoul korea dr cho grounds his belief in his experiences following his conversion to christianity as a
young man and while suffering from tuberculosis by developing the idea of the spiritual being as the fourth
dimension he ultimately demonstrates how this can through faith and prayer influence and effect change in the
physical being leading to personal growth and renewal in these pages you ll discover a world of answered prayer a
creative way of life dynamic faith true communion with god secrets of a successful faith life dr david yonggi cho has
also authored such best sellers as successful home cell groups unleashing the power of faith solving life s problems
suffering why me a leap of faith and 4th dimensional living in a 3 dimensional world the imminence of my death had
brought me to the realization that i needed something greater than a religion greater than a philosophy and even
greater than sympathy for the trials of human existence i needed someone who could share my struggles and
sufferings someone who could give me victory through reading the bible i discovered that someone to be the lord
jesus christ

The Fourth Dimension 2017-03-13
greater exploits 20 is a continuation of greater exploits 1 to 19 with more details featuring david yonggi cho in
ministering hope for 50 years prayer that bring revival and the fourth dimension volume 1 all in one place for
greater exploits in god this is an equipping series greater exploits 20 and other series of the same book are for you
delivered on diamond platter if you say yes to any of the following questions are you sick and tired of helplessness
hopelessness and worthlessness without any remedy at sight are you physically emotionally and spiritually
downcast are you up today and down tomorrow emotionally psychologically and physiologically like a yoyo are you
or anyone within your circle physically or emotionally sick harassed exploited and dispossessed of what rightfully
belongs to you or people within your circle is there any prolonged sickness or illness or negative patterns of killing
stealing and destruction that have defied your prayers and prayers of others have you lost something or someone
close to you and you seem to have no answers to them all do you sense or perceive you are not in the center of
gods will and purpose for your life with complete emptiness in and around you are you hungry to be able to minister
healing deliverance and restoration in a powerful way to self and others so let s dive into greater exploits 20
featuring david yonggi cho in ministering hope for 50 years prayer that bring revival and the fourth dimension
volume 1 all in one place for greater exploits in god you are born for this healing deliverance and restoration
equipping series to launch you into the present and the future in greater exploits for our god in all relationship
realms in jesus name true life stories and testimonies to re enforce your learning and application
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Greater Exploits - 20 Featuring - David Yonggi Cho In Ministering
Hope for 50 Years;.. 2023-07-19
jesus said knock and the door will be opened to you discover the keys that open the door to the fourth dimension
for every child of god who wants to know and experience god in all his fullness this book unlocks the door and leads
you into the spiritual dimension a wonderful place of love peace and joy where you ll be inspired to fully live

Fourth Dimensional Living in a Three Dimensional World [Standard
Large Print 16 Pt Edition] 2015-08-25
a bible study based upon cho s 4th dimensional teachings

Fourth Dimensional Spiritual School 2008-09
in this sequel to the fourth dimension volume 1 dr david yonggi cho shows how you can develop the dynamic faith
and true communion with god which overcome spiritual obstacles and surpass barriers

The Fourth Dimension 1979
do you want to learn the language of faith find true happiness improve your self image build right relationships
receive a healing experience god daily you can accomplish these objectives consistently every day david yonggi
cho pastor of the world s largest church in seoul south korea shows in this power packed

Solving Life's Problems 2001-04-01
no branch of christianity has grown more rapidly than pentecostalism especially in the southern hemisphere there
are over 100 million pentecostals in africa in latin america pentecostalism now vies with catholicism for the soul of
the continent and some of the largest pentecostal congregations in the world are in south korea in to the ends of
the earth allan heaton anderson explores the historical and theological factors behind the phenomenal growth of
global pentecostalism anderson argues that its spread is so dramatic because it is an ends of the earth movement
pentecostals believe that they are called to be witnesses for jesus christ to the furthest reaches of the globe his
wide ranging account examines such topics as the azusa street revival in los angeles the role of the first
missionaries in china india and africa pentecostalism s incredible diversity due to its deep local roots and the
central role of women in the movement he describes more recent developments such as the creation of new
independent churches megachurches and the health and wealth gospel and he explores the increasing involvement
of pentecostals in public and political affairs across the globe why is this movement so popular anderson points to
such features as the emphasis on the spirit the born again experience incessant evangelism healing and
deliverance cultural flexibility a place to feel at home religious continuity an egalitarian community and meeting
material needs all of which contribute to pentecostalism s remarkable appeal exploring more than a century of
history and ranging across most of the globe anderson illuminates the spectacular rise of global pentecostalism and
shows how it changed the face of christianity worldwide

To the Ends of the Earth 2013-02-21
a compilation of the entire facts on series cult watch gives you facts about the major cults and movements in a
format you can use in counseling or witnessing

Greater Exploits - 20 Featuring - David Yonggi Cho In Ministering
Hope for 50 Years; 1991-01-01
the five volume oxford history of protestant dissenting traditions series is governed by a motif of migration out of
england it first traces organized church traditions that arose in britain and ireland as dissenters distanced
themselves from a state church defined by diocesan episcopacy the book of common prayer the thirty nine articles
and royal supremacy but then follows those traditions as they spread beyond britain and ireland and also analyses
newer traditions that emerged downstream in other parts of the world from earlier forms of dissent secondly it does
the same for the doctrines church practices stances toward state and society attitudes toward scripture and
characteristic patterns of organization that also originated in earlier british and irish dissent but that have often
defined a trajectory of influence independent of ecclesiastical organizations the oxford history of protestant
dissenting traditions volume v follows the spatial cultural and intellectual changes in dissenting identity and
practice in the twentieth century as these once european traditions globalized while in europe dissent was often
against the religious state dissent in a globalizing world could redefine itself against colonialism or other secular
and religious monopolies the contributors trace the encounters of dissenting protestant traditions with modernity
and globalization changing imperial politics challenges to biblical denominational and pastoral authority local
cultures and languages and some of the century s major themes such as race and gender new technologies and
organizational change in so doing they identify a vast array of local and globalizing illustrations which will enliven
conversations about the role of religion and in particular christianity
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Cult Watch 2018-10-18
das attribut katholisch wird in vielen kontexten als konfessionsbezeichnung einer bestimmten kirche
missverstanden die in diesem band vorgelegten vorträge der 18 wissenschaftlichen konsultation der societas
oecumenica beleuchten die ökumenische bedeutung der katholizität die alle kirchen im glaubenbekenntnis
bekennen dabei werden auch die spannungen zwischen einheit und viefalt sowie die herausforderungen durch
neuere entwicklungen in der weltweiten christenheit in den blick genommen in many contexts the attribute catholic
is misunderstood as a confessional term describing one specific church the papers of the 18th academic
consultation of societas oecumenica presented in this book give insights to the ecumenical significance of the
catholicity which all churches confess in the creed they also take into consideration the tensions between unity and
diversity as well as the challenges by new developments in worldwide christianity

The Oxford History of Protestant Dissenting Traditions, Volume V
2016-04-02
many of dr cho s books talk about life in the fourth dimension a realm that is more real than the physical world in
which we live he points out that the world we know was fashioned in the invisible fourth dimensions the spiritual
realm and the things we see are only temoprary whereas spiritual things are eternal in light of this he wants each of
us to gain entrance to the fourth dimension the place where the god of might and miracles lives and moves

Umstrittene Katholizität: Von der zwiespältigen Beziehung zwischen
Vielfalt und Einheit – Catholicity under Pressure: The Ambiguous
Relationship between Diversity and Unity 2006
dr robert lee bell s book the fourth dimension truth or deception is a very well researched and balanced study on
the teachings of yonggi cho it is indeed a need in this age to explore the dangers of the man centered theology that
apostle paul warned against in ii timothy 3 1 9 dr bell has compared cho s theology with the scriptures and it is very
clear that cho s theology is a synthesis of christianity shamanism and occult practices a deceptive mixture of error
and truth which appears christian cho takes scripture out of context and twists it to conform to a preunderstood
paradigm

4th Dimensional Living in a 3 Dimensional World 2013-08
this book offers a psychohistorical analysis of the rapid growth of the korean protestant church kwangyu lee looks
at some of the traumatic historical events of korea in the 20th century including the fall of the joseon dynasty 1392
1910 the japanese occupation 1910 1945 the korean war 1950 1953 and the korean military dictatorship 1961
1987 and explores the psychological impacts of these events on the collective unconsciousness of koreans he
argues that koreans collective or cultural complex of inferiority which was caused and gradually exacerbated by
these traumatic events along with their psychological relationships with their two colonizers the japanese and
americans prompted them to convert to korean protestantism en masse as a means to avoid their psychological
pains and to fulfil their futile desire to become like americans their overtly idealized psychological object

The Fourth Dimension 2020-09-03
believe big marilyn hickey s complete guide to faith is a comprehensive guide filled with powerful and practical
ways to recognize activate and grow the faith god has given every believer some of the dynamic truths that marilyn
teaches in this book the different kinds of faith and how to recognize god type faith from other types the biggest
enemy of faith and how to deal with it how to launch your faith and keep it active powerful and strong how the
words you speak are the switch that turns on the answers to your prayers and how faith in action transforms the
natural life into a supernatural one loaded with godly wisdom biblical teachings and many personal examples of
faith marilyn s book is a valuable resource for every christian seeking how to put their faith in action and live a
powerful miraculous life that pleases god

Religious Experience in Trauma 2021-10-26
dr david yonggi cho describes his church as the smallest and the largest in the world the plan of home cell groups
developed by dr cho has brought about not only phenomenal growth but also intimate fellowship and involvement
experience miracle growth by following the guidelines i have presented here you can bring the miracles of home
cell groups and church growth to your congregation successful home cell groups relates how dr cho was led to this
dynamic principle of growth he details everything you need to know to make home cell groups work

Believe Big: Marilyn Hickey's Complete Guide to Faith 1988-06-25
lee advocates a theology of hope essentially different from the moltmann version on which the idea is developed
lee shows how cho s message particularly in its promise of a saved healthy happy and prosperous life the threefold
blessing was the antidote to the events that had ravaged the korean peninsula in the 1950s at the same time asian
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pentecostal scholars might also need a greater appreciation for both the diversity and richness of their cultural and
religious past they have found both culturally and biblically acceptable alternatives to and adaptations from the
practices of their ancient religions and are seeking to provide answers to the needs of their own context allan h
anderson university of birmingham england from the foreword

Successful Home Cell Groups 2019-01-03
what if you discovered a vehicle that would actually drive you through your purpose driven life imagine that will
give you all you need to know to begin your journey and complete it packed with the latest discoveries in quantum
physics and the applied sciences you will have ample evidence both from the secular fields and fresh insights into
biblical passages that will release your creativity dianoia the greek word for imagination will become a dear friend
of yours to help you fulfill your destiny you will learn how vital strong emotions are in order to experience
manifestations or desired results in your life you will understand the importance of your self talk and speech but
how good confession alone without the ingredient of your imagination will only frustrate your efforts it will surprise
you what the greatest discovery of this generation is and how you and everyone else have access to it

A Theology of Hope 2007-02
our god is a god of faith and it takes faith to please him it is easy to have faith in the little things and many
christians exercise their faith by what they can see hear and or feel but omit to realise that god revealed himself
through jesus and set jesus before us as the one to whom we must entrust ourselves for salvation this christian
book explains what faith is and elaborates on how we are to mature our faith through a relationship with jesus in
order to experience god at work in our lives this book explains through examples how we as christians are to walk
by faith and not be dependent on our feelings or circumstances by realising that faith is simply the hand that takes
from the hand of god

Imagine That! 2013-11-29
asia pacific pentecostalism edited by denise a austin jacqueline grey and paul w lewis yields previously untold
stories and interdisciplinary analysis of pioneer foundations denominational growth leadership training
contextualisation and community development across east asia southeast asia and oceania

The Simplicity of Living by Faith 2019-07-01
this book draws on the belief statements and official publications of elim and aog denominations in new zealand
from 1990 to 2008 in order to test the extent to which this conviction was adhered to a statement that in order to
reach new zealand our methods need to change but not our message provides a framing device inviting the reader
to explore their responsiveness to aspects of social change within new zealand before gauging interest in new
methodologies known to have impacted pentecostal churches in new zealand during this period actual changes to
evangelistic methodology and salvation terminology is presented from the findings of a quantitative study before
the salvation message is re examined it will be evident that not only were new methodologies embraced but views
on salvation broadened becoming increasingly holistic dynamic and relational

Asia Pacific Pentecostalism 2015
to many christians being successful and prosperous in the world means of forsaking the purposes of god in
becoming a pioneer of success tracey arm strong shows that success isn t just a godly calling it s a destiny that god
desires for every christian

A Full-er Gospel?: Pentecostal Proclamation in New Zealand
1990-2008 2005-07
god has already given you the power to create your own future you just need to learn how to use it the power of
god given imagination awakens the dreamer within you by unveiling this incredible gift and explaining its quiet
necessity in your life no faith has ever sprouted and no prayer has ever been prayed without the use of imagination
for too long the power of imagination has been associated with new age mysticism or the secular realm of positive
thinking ray mccollum defies this trend by demonstrating that the power of the human mind and imagination
belongs to the church and god expects us to use it within the pages of this book you will discover exactly what the
power of imagination is how it works and how you can use it to both transform your personal life and transform the
culture around you by releasing the kingdom of god

Becoming a Pioneer of Success 2015-10-06
the pentecostal and charismatic movement is one of the miracles of the 20th century without government support
without an advertising campaign often without the notice of journalists and academics and sometimes in the face of
persecution and ridicule it has spread its message around the world and now attracts in the region of 500 million
people many of its original and formative documents are unknown and out of print this book collects together
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samples from the writings of key pentecostals and charismatics going back about 100 years and over a range of
issues and practices shows how they vary and how they have developed historically these texts have lain in out of
print magazines and archives and so far as we know have never been collected before in this way this book allows
you to hear the authentic voice of the pentecostal and charismatic movements drawing especially from sources in
english

The Power of God Given Imagination 2007
spirit empowered christianity in the 21st century is an authoritative compilation of the presentations from thirty
leaders in the charismatic pentecostal movement given at the empowered 21 conference in tulsa ok in april 2010
these chapters share emerging insights on how the next generation will handle the profound issues facing christians
within the charismatic pentecostal movement in the 21st century

News of Boundless Riches 2017-10-30
it can happen in your life right now after years of national and international research and personal experiences
author sue curran reveals how all of god s children can live supernaturally through praying into another dimension
learn the five principles that will change your prayer life the power of vocal prayer the need for fervent prayer
praying the word of god getting god s attention the authority of prophetic declaration prayer in another dimension
is filled with modern day examples of what god is doing in various parts of the worldÑin churches with people
empowered by prayer christians in africa the korean peninsula china and around the world are experiencing the
supernatural power of god in their lives on a daily basis the five principles revealed in this book will allow you to
cooperate with god through his word to manifest his power and presence in your lifeÑimpacting your family church
and community for his kingdom

Pentecostal and Charismatic Studies 2011
what can we learn from the scriptures about how to trust god no matter what and believe in something that is not
yet seen as a young man with only weeks to live yonggi cho was healed of terminal illness saw the resurrected
jesus and quickly began sharing god s hope with others those listeners became the world s largest church in faith
pastor cho and dr wayde goodall share how to understand and grow in your faith walk with the holy spirit and
produce the fruit of the spirit overcome mistakes and continue to depend on christ in times of discouragement
believe for and trust god s supernatural power use every situation to accomplish tremendous things for god s
kingdom for our lives to work we need faith the kind of faith that gives birth to hope and chooses to believe in every
circumstance god will answer prayer heal and perform signs and wonders as we walk daily by faith you can trust
god as your source security and assurance

Spirit-empowered Christianity in the Twenty-first Century
2011-07-28
the pentecostal and charismatic movements showed astonishing growth in the twentieth century so as to arrive at a
total that is said to include at least 400 million people worldwide the academic study of the pentecostal and
charismatic movement has been gaining momentum in the last few years both as an element within contemporary
religious studies and as a strand within the subject area of church history going back to the early church this
student friendly text is essential reading for students of theology and religious studies taking second or third year
modules in pentecostal studies it is also of great relevance to students of sociology of religion as well as cultural
and historical studies of religion and religious movements in addition to a comprehensive and accessible
introduction to the subject it offers useful resources such as suggestions for further reading questions for reflection
and a glossary of technical terms

Prayer in Another Dimension 2017-07-03
in response to pastor john macarthur s call for a collective war against charismatics dr michael brown has called for
unity in jesus based on a return to the truth of the scriptures in the fullness of the spirit

Faith 2013-01-26
prosperity theology the belief that financial and physical well being is god s will for his followers has become
prevalent in modern day christianity for christians looking to better understand how it is affecting the life and
growth of the church around the world this book is an accessible and practical resource evaluating the prosperity
theology movement from a biblical and evangelical perspective the authors encourage readers to think critically
about the ways in which the theology we follow can lead toward or away from the kingdom of god prosperity
theology and the gospel is in four parts the first part turns our attention to god s word and looks at what the bible
says about the issue of prosperity part 2 looks at the issue from different perspectives be it historical ethical or
sociological part 3 considers the impact of prosperity theology in different regions of the world through several case
studies part 4 proposes how we might respond to some of the challenges we have identified and what could be a
way forward for us all each chapter is followed by ideas for further thought and discussion contributors include femi
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adeleye christopher wright joel tejedo valdir and maicon steuernagel and many others

SCM Core Text Pentecostalism 2015-07-07
the five volume oxford history of protestant dissenting traditions series is governed by a motif of migration out of
england it first traces organized church traditions that arose in england as dissenters distanced themselves from a
state church defined by diocesan episcopacy the book of common prayer the thirty nine articles and royal
supremacy but then follows those traditions as they spread beyond england and also traces newer traditions that
emerged downstream in other parts of the world from earlier forms of dissent secondly it does the same for the
doctrines church practices stances toward state and society attitudes toward scripture and characteristic patterns
of organization that also originated in earlier english dissent but that have often defined a trajectory of influence
independent ecclesiastical organizations volume iv examines the globalization of dissenting traditions in the
twentieth century during this period protestant dissent achieved not only its widest geographical reach but also the
greatest genealogical distance from its point of origin covering africa asia the middle east america europe latin
america and the pacific this collection provides detailed examination of protestant dissent as a globalizing
movement contributors probe the radical shifts and complex reconstruction that took place as dissenting traditions
encountered diverse cultures and took root in a multitude of contexts many of which were experiencing major
historical change at the same time this authoritative overview unambiguously reveals that dissent was transformed
as it travelled

Authentic Fire 2022-05-03
announcing the newest release in our well received popular encyclopedia series the popular encyclopedia of church
history an ideal resource for anyone who want a clear user friendly guide to understanding the key people places
and events that shaped christianity general editors ed hindson and dan mitchell have extensive experience with
producing reference works that combine expert scholarship and popular accessibility together with a broad range of
well qualified contributors they have put together what is sure to become a standard must have for both bible
teachers and students with nearly 300 articles readers will enjoy a comprehensive panorama of church history from
acts 2 to today a clear presentation of how the church and its teachings have developed concise biographies of
major christian figures and their contributions fascinating overviews of key turning points in church history this
valuable resource will enrich believers appreciation for the wonderful heritage behind their christian faith

Prosperity Theology and the Gospel 2019-03-07
this book my life my smartphone is the life history of the author for 40 years from the 1980s succeeding to some
extent by organizing editing and utilizing data information materials with a memo in step 1 with an electronic
notebook in step 2 with mobile phone in step 3 and with smartphone in step 4 this book pointing this out to millions
of people around the world the contents of this book are summarized as follows 1 this book guides you through how
to organize edit and utilize data information materials with a smartphone especially memos and ai speakers 2 in
terms of the effect it greatly increases the working effect of employees of large corporations public officials and the
self employed thus i believe that if apple purchases this book in bulk and have all its employees read it work
efficiency will increase significantly 3 by planning this utilization as a meditation prayer and creating productive
knowledge through creative idea compassion love and empathy that spreads the wings of the imagination and
shines this leads them to be healthy and happy successful in their work and to make big money even in the face of
a global crisis including covid 19 4 we are also providing the world s first software that reminds you how to quickly
organize and edit a lot of data information and materials that have gold in the hardware called smartphones and
how to use them for a long time 5 by letting them know the great utilization of smartphones and encouraging most
of the millions of people around the world who have not yet used smartphones to purchase smartphone i believe
that smartphone sales can explode to 4 billion units in the future

The Oxford History of Protestant Dissenting Traditions, Volume IV
2013-08-01
o que é o cristianismo pentecostal há uma série de maneiras de responder a essa pergunta como historiador pode
se traçar as origens e crescimento mundial do movimento ao longo dos últimos 100 anos de sua existência como
sociólogo pode se analisar as experiências espirituais formas de vida e influência social dos pentecostais em seus
vários contextos globais robert p menzies no entanto responde à pergunta como teólogo cristão que acredita que o
livro de atos fornece um modelo para a igreja contemporânea e nesta base encoraja todos os crentes a
experimentar o batismo no espírito atos 2 4 entendido como uma autorização para a missão distinto da
regeneração que é marcado por falar em línguas e afirma que sinais e maravilhas incluindo todos os dons listados
em 1 coríntios 12 p 13 8 10 são caracterizado a vida da igreja hoje este livro é um convite sincero para todos os
cristãos a estarem abertos a um novo enchimento do espírito santo de jesus para que ele possa continuar a fazer
infinitamente mais para e através de meros seres humanos do que qualquer um de nós poça pedir ou mesmo
imaginar um produto cpad
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The Popular Encyclopedia of Church History 2022-08-10

My Life, My Smartphone 2016-09-12

Pentecostes
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